NO PHONE CALLS TO HQ until further notice, here in DXN. Why, you ask? Mr. Cooper isn't feeling so hot and is currently residing in a hospital. Information received here at press time, from Ray Arruda, says he felt some chest pains but according to Ray, is doing fine. An address to send well wishes and such, why not use his regular home address. As we get more info, we will pass it on to you. So stay tuned.

Also received word that Gary Lovegren's mother, of 62 yrs, passed away recently.

From ANARC, their publication "Choosing a Receiver" by Mr. Harold Sellsers, is currently out of stock. We shall pass the word as soon as we find out when it will be available again.

This issue, in case you hadn't noticed, is back to the 24. We've got more that should have been in this issue, but we didn't have enough for a 48.....so, alot is on hold, until next issue.....including alot of columns. Look for them next week.

For those of you asking about the status of the Sport's Column, look for it next week, as we didn't have room this week. (See Harry, alot of people do read your column)

From ANARC, the ANARC Computer Committee, has been forced to help those in the DX and Radio Listening Hobby with computers, the committee is providing the Public Domain computer programs, all none of them, for your use. Mr. Bill Krause, who is in charge of the Committee, can be reached at 6700 153rd Lane Northwest, Anoka, MN. 55303 For a list of the programs, send and SASE to Bill. (We here at HQ, will be checking with him shortly, so stay tuned in these pages for further word.)

Speaking of Computers, someone here at HQ told me that there is a program out there in the Public Domain side of programs for making your computer read try and cv. If you have, or know of such a program, could you please let us know here at HQ.

Also HQ is looking for a 1950ish wooden case, battery operated, portable, made by Phico. We have someone interested in one here at HQ, so...if you have one for sale let us know.

Those of you with TSW-80 Model I machines, there is a hardware modification for the ,I'll call it "expansion interface port". This mod also is also available for some of the other machines on the market. For more info, write to R.A.P, Co. POBox 14, Keller, TX 76248 or to us here at HQ.

R-2000 Kenwood receiver, $495 w/5 months left on EEB & Kenwood warranty, Modified w/mechanical filter for the original filter. Interested? Contact Manny J. Neff, Gwynne Plaza 3, Bethlehem PA. 19477

RADIO WEST Catalog 6 is out (ink smells funny Grant - hi ML) 32 pager, stuffed full of radios, books, antennas, & everything else. (Grant which one is you on the cover) Want the catalog- Contact Radio West, 3417 Purse Road, Escondido, CA 92025

CPC TEST
Nov 19 WLS 890 Chicago IL will be off the air from 0100-0600 ET this per Al (more info on this next month - so stay tuned) Resnick

LOOK INSIDE

50th Anniversary T-Shirts (page 16) are again available for a short time, for those asking about them, get your order in now, a final date will be announced real soon!

50th Anniv. Books (page 9) order form is here again, & as we've said before, there are not alot left, so you better get a going on ordering, final date for these will be announced soon (or when we run out).

THE WORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST ALL MEDIUM-WAVE DX CLUB

CHRIS (Australia) thanks for the Coll, always nice to talk to you. (good show on winning the 'America's Cup' now called the Australian 2 cup, huh? No)
that has been RETURNED is one on which the FCC found information lacking, given
incorrectly, incomplete, or any other error or omission in paperwork or
procedure. The application is returned for correction or amplification, then
may be accepted for filing. A DISMISSAL application, once final, a RETURNED application may live to see another AMS. With that
in mind, here are today's batch.

APPLICATIONS DISMISSED

860 Cooper City, FL new station
1070 Big Rapids, MI application for new station
1150 Pinetop, AZ application for new station
1190 WLIQ New York, NY application for fulltime operation at 1200 kHz
1260 WERI Jacksonville, FL for fulltime operation

APPLICATIONS RETURNED

630 KZZZ Flagstaff, AZ day power increase
750 Brookport, IL new station
760 Santa Barbara, CA new station
800 Huntsville, TN new station
830 Anchorage, AK new station
840 KHSD Branson, MO application for higher night power (this one has already
been resubmitted)
1100 Highlands, NC new station
1150 KBOO Pullman, WA add night service
1310 KLYT Decatur, GA add night service
1350 WCOP Warner Robins, GA add night service

To answer one more question posed at Enfield, sometimes you will see an
application for a new station listed as dismissed, then the next issue this
station is listed as being granted. Why? Well, this occurs when there is
more than one application for the same facility. When the FCC decides who
will get the grant, the other application is dismissed, and thus listed. The winner's
listing of the grant for the same facility follows. These are not always sent
out in the same package on information, normally a dismissal is listed first.
Therefore, you may see what looks like conflicting information when it is not.

73 and Good DX

Jerry & SKF

Jerry Starr & Buffalo K. Feeman

PS: the granting of high power to KXX-770 means that the number of operating
longwire or flattop antennas is about to dwindle to one. Little WSAJ-930 will
be the last one in the continental USA. Is there anyone who has a photo of
the high power antennas, or can obtain one and mail it? I've
asked this question in a Muse before but got no response. This system is a
bit of history about to pass forever. I'd certainly like to have a photo or
slide for the archives. Can anybody help????

PUBLIC NOTICE

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20554  Use of Harris Stereo Exciter
September 22, 1983

On September 21, 1983, the FCC Office of Science and Technology made a
preliminary determination regarding use of the Harris STX-1 Stereo Exciter.

In response to numerous public inquiries and the needs of the AM broadcast
service, expediting action was taken by the Laboratory Staff. Testing
commenced upon receipt of the manufacturer's data and the test component. The
tests have shown that under various modulation conditions, the required
output signals have excessive distortion values. However, this distortion has
not proven to be audibly objectionable under programming conditions.

Therefore, we can be permitted at this time to use a temporary basis without
the usual license for STX-1. Scheduled stereo audio power will have to be
conducted with the unit disabled from the transmission system until the
question of type acceptance is resolved.

Those seeking further information, should contact Jerry Strabe at
(202) 632-7011.
Here is the DX column which is under-writing the study to
soon get under way on RF output levels recently
anywhere. When 1080 MHz and low power levels create a directional yield? When sending
DX reports now and low power levels create a directional yield? When sending
DX reports now and low power levels create a directional yield? When sending
DX reports now and low power levels create a directional yield? When sending

Some DX items, please keep them on one side of the paper, type of neatly
write, list equipment/antenna used, SL, BL, BLK, BLK, BTL... Do it right:

DX TESTS -

1:30 WPW - NC Heard: WPR-DC, KMK-PA, ZS-CT.

1:45 WPL - NC Do Not Heard: MAP-AL.

SPECIAL-

700 WOOL NA ORANGE - Tells noted on this item, ex-1990. (Stat-PA)
9/21 1995-1999 fared up w/MA oldies, Mechanical Reproduction
items then quick w/sl/d in 0/00/18, WY-6/18. (OCT-18)
4:45 WJAT IL CHICAGO - 9/14 1992-1994 good before 2000 power cut, fair
5:00 WFLM VA wFLM type music, local add. Anc't said power cut
5:15 WFLM - VA 1000 watts, 1000 watts 1998-1990. (IX-4-)
6:00 WTVX AL MOBILE - Call to station. Calls are still WAXX and
6:30 WPVR CT RICHFIELD - Station is still not on the air. (OCT-19)
7:00 KYJS TX TYLER - 9/19 1990-1994 9/19 1990 fair-good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
8:00 WEMH NH DERRY - Evidently not yet on 0/00, phone calls to station.
8:30 WNYO NY BOSTON - 9/29 1990 ID's as "Studio 109" w/MA music.
9:00 WNYO NY BOSTON - 9/29 1990 ID's as "Studio 109" w/MA music.
9:30 WXJZ NY BOSTON - 9/30 1990 fair-good w/MA music, faith to 0/00.

KAY-C

10:00 WYNE NY ROCHESTER - 9/9 1990-1990 9/9 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
11:00 WYNE NY ROCHESTER - 9/9 1990-1990 9/9 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.

MINDB/SND

5:00 WBBX NY BOSTON - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
7:00 WPXN NY ROCHESTER - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
8:00 WPXN NY ROCHESTER - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
1:00 WPXN NY ROCHESTER - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
5:00 WPXN NY ROCHESTER - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
7:00 WPXN NY ROCHESTER - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
8:00 WPXN NY ROCHESTER - 9/15 1990-1990 9/15 1990-1990 good w/MA music, 15% 0/10.
1209 KFMX ND - 9/30 2035-2241 8/off fair w/some VHAA-180 splash, any time they were dedicated to the glory of God and to tune to their FM for more programming. (TV-69)

1210 WDDR GA - 9/31 2200-2245 8/off loan, black background, mention of Savannah in promo.


1230 WOKY VA - GODDARD - 9/30 2040-2100 nearby VHAA w/ pop music, ID's as "VHAA, now 24 hours a day!" (TV-PW)

1240 WVOX NY - ELIZABETH CITY - 9/30 2045-2100 8/off loan, mention of baseball, football, and music, into football, ID mentions next 24 hours. (TV-PA)

1250 WLUK PA - EAGAN - 9/30 1915 nicked 8/off, single rock music.

1255 WLS NY - UDAK - 9/30 1840-1905 pop music, ID as "Sounds Like Udaik".

1300 WBAI WI - MADISON - 9/30 1200 good 8/down before news. (TV-83)

1306 WEEF PA - EDDIEFORD - 9/30 1330 great signal w/rock music and slogan.

1330 XRAA VA - IURAX - 9/30 1930 8/off good much on 1330 for me. (TV-PW)

1370 XPDX TX - ELKHORN - 9/30 1245 community hit then rock oldest, deep voice and "Top 40" news on hour. (TV-83)

1380 WBYX NY - ROCKWOOD - 9/30 1920-1928 pop music, ID "Top 4 All time lo850".

1410 UNED - 9/30 1835-1900 8/off loan, mention of station, no music heard as WBAU or anything listed here. Help? (TV-83)

1420 WIDD PA - NISBOIS - 9/30 1920-1930 noted w/rock music, ID, sports. (TV-PA)

1440 WITF PA - JAMESTOWN - 9/30 1937 8/off loan, baseball ID as "Chester County Radio".

1450 IQJL ON - TORONTO - 9/30 2015 VHA null w/rock music. (TV-83)

1445 WWTT MA - WORCESTER - 9/30 1917-1937 like a local w/rock and some slow music. (TV-83)

1460 WZEN TN - LAFAYETTE - 9/30 1900-1930 8/off nice long local music. (TV-83)

1465 WJUD NY - SALTSBURG - 9/30 1904 8/off music, ID, soon lost to

1480 OKAN ON - NEWARKAV - 9/30 2000-2100 fair w/TV w/Top 40s and some race results. (TV-83)

1510 OJPC FL - SPRINGFIELD - 9/30 1330 tentative w/ID, poor w/844/"French DJ, English CM music, (TV-83) used top the channel nightly here, but rare anymore. (TV-83)

1520 WPOF OH - GREENFIELD - 9/30 1805 noted w/off we'll recharge our batteries. (TV-83)

1530 WBNX OH - EUSTIS - 9/30 1930-1949 noted w/ID on show w/845. (TV-83)

1550 WAFF PA - CHARLESTON - 9/30 1820-1840 this w/"Benny Goodman" w/845, 845, a/o U of A at 4 PM then on till 8 PM. (TV-83)

1555 WYXU GA - ESAHRA - 9/30 1930-1940 good w/MCM w/"High School Game of the Week".

1570 WOKL NY - AMSTERDAM - 9/30 1930-1940 8/off CM, local music, WNYC Valley music, (TV-83)

1590 WHSF FL - LAFAYETTE - 9/30 1910 detailed w/off, frequent for at least 13.5. 8/off-PW

1600 WJZ OH - COLUMBUS - 9/30 1920-2005 8/off station, (TV-83)

1620 XWA WI - CHARLOTTESVILLE - 9/30 1920-2023 good w/VHAA-180 music, 845, 855, a/o 855 U of A at 4 AM but stayed on till 8 PM. (TV-83)

1625 WYXK GA - ESPER - 9/30 1845-1930 good w/"School Game of the Week".

1670 WOILD NY - TROYCDAD - 9/30 1930-1940 8/off local music, light talk by announcer. (TV-83)

1680 WAE PA - EAGAN - 9/30 1830-1900 on, but local music and song, no music to stay on any longer. (TV-83)

1700 WYXO OH - COLUMBUS - 9/30 1920-2005 8/off station, (TV-83)
And off we go into the wild weekly's! A true test of the ability of the regular editors in the week of cops! Remember, mark it on your calendars that the WRCW saturday will be each saturday, it gets turned up on Sunday AM and mailed no later than Thursday AM.

Did anyone notice the fact (or care) that all the other regular column editors were present at Enfield? Big deal...

**OUR BARS THIS WEEK**

**WJ-NJ**
Bob Harrison, Union, NJ
Sears
**SFAA-MA**
Stan Morea, Southford, CT
H-160, H-15, Loop
**AFL-CT**
The Visited of Poquonock, CT
IC935
**MAG-CT**
Bill Townsend, Enfield, CT
IC92S
**WRIE-CT**
Bill Eley, Southington, CT
R1430, SH, 1H59, L4
**WTOE-PA**
Kermit Gandy, Marlboro, PA
K230A, Gaskins Loop, V1300
**NH-PA**
Neil Persone, New Orleans, PA
K295, WA, 11580, Spaner, Radio, PA
**WJ-NY**
Jerry Bond, Rochester, NY
I5C21
**WJ-AL**
Paul Stevens, Old Greenbank, PA
W555
**WJ-AV**
Bob Smolarek, Wilmington Station, NJ
W555
**FRE-CW**
Bob Mount, Enfield, CT
AV5 HSU 02
**WJ-PA**
John Henry, Pittsfield, PA
WJ-PA
**WJ-AR**
Tony Fitzhugh, Fairfield, CT
AR-158
**WJ-CT**
John Nicky, Fairfield, CT
1055
**WJ-PA**
Andy Russo, Farm Island, PA (on the road) Delco Car Radio

With that, we call it a column for this week.

---

**NATIONAL RADIO CLUB**

**50TH ANNIVERSARY**

**COMMEMORATIVE BOOK**

Send order to: National Radio Club Publishing Center Post Office Box 164 Parma, New York 13661

Enclosed is my check for the reservation of one copy of the NRC 50th Anniversary News. ( ) $11.00 for mailed copy (USA & Canada) ( ) $12.75 for all other parts of world postpaid

* Add three dollars ($3.00) if not a member of the N.R.C.

* Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing of mail orders.

NAME:

STREET:

CITY/STATE:

ZIP:

---

For those who heard the memorable WMRC-550 at Enfield, a reception report to BROADCAST SOUND ASSOCIATES, P O Box 11502, Enfield, CT 06084 will bring a special verification to those who wrote. This will give full details of the operation and how it was done. The main mention it kept his light glowing in his hotel room at night. Actually, he kept some of people glowing; we think!
125

1523 Australia 300 Wallongong 8/13 126th tentative with "Point Eclipse of the Heart" song, not much like the result before they leave. (Connolly)

1524 (76 Disco 9/6 92x.)

1525 Spain 3009 8/18 6 take by woman, fair. (Hankel) DL0 3/2 to good parts &/& junk. (Connolly)

1526 New Zealand XYY 8/19 6 man w/club talk, fair signal. (Vernon)

1527 ANZILLA OS92 8/10 The Valley good w/preceding although dogged slightly by utility QRM. (Connolly)

1528 Australia 3009 8/19 poor weather at 0955, faded before any ID at 0700. Still faint audio at 1001, but no details. (Hankel)

1728 WIND 9/11 92x good hot, faint audio at times, not readable. (Hankel) Cordova's position? CH

So a bad DXCC for the time period covered. The 1962 Australian station is an interesting development. It could be a very reasonable chance for East Coast reception of these days. I am one to count it as a 92x reception of Australia should be a lot of fun... Here are the stats for the above and for last issue.

Mark Connolly- Yermsch, IA
Herve Delenuvo-Sudbury, MA
George Hakerl- Tbilisi, NY
Don Tomato- Havre Divde, Alta.
Brian Varwin-Exis, Yukon Terror

And now, welcome to the stuff you are supposed to be reading this week, assuming that I remembered the deadline right...

234 USSR 3009 9/3 370 women with AA talk. (Vernon)

251 ALGIERIA 092 8/21 Pissas with AA group w/guitars and violin, good-easy the best langewav TA. (Connolly)

272 ALGERIA 1310 8/21 Low Island Fair w/bronc, no audio voice over

295 VENEZUELA YVQPC Carmena R. Candle wman giving Phi American (American)</p>
936 CHINA: Hotel 9/5 1012 women with CC talk, fair sir, xint mulu. (Vernon)
937 HONGKONG: Tug of war at SWU 0538 F9/5 12 band man, fair. (Vernon)
938 COLUMBIA: Engineering 9/5 1031 man w/accordian, fair. (Towfemi)
939 OSAKA: 9/5 by 80a VS vs Japan by woman, D, good. (Mikul)
940 SOUTH KOREA: BBC 9/5 1717 man w/CC talk, xint, sing. (BY)
941 GRENADA: 09/5 by 81 slightly off channel with good resulting: reggae music by 1805-calypso music by 09/5. (Vernon)
942 CHINA unknown 9/5 1030 singing woman, 967 women w/CC talk then more, audio seemed slightly over-amplified and distorted, in feet attempting to go off every now and then. Xint signal and sign.
943 VATICAN: Jan 5/5 1203 women with CC-sounding talk (Cantonesi) fair to 1225 when DU 9/5 what has been planed, was brief with Indian text 1213. (Vernon)
944 AUSTRALIA: 9/4 1050 band with then phone, poor. (Vernon)
945 CHINA: 9/4 1711 woman with oriental type singing, fair sir, xint mulu 9/4 1037. (Vernon)
946 NEW ZEALAND: BBC Wellington 1211 man with CC and ends radio revival on Tonight Show, local-like signal 1000, 1205, 1049. (Vernon)
947 USA: 9/4 1035 9/4 1050 w/CC talk, poor signal. (Vernon)
948 ROYAL ADULT 9/3 1100 w/CC talk, poor signal. (Vernon)
949 SOLOMON ISLANDS Radio 5/4 1115 w/CC chat, poor. (Vernon)
950 CHINA: unknown 9/4 1055 w/CC talk, poor signal. (Mikul)
951 SOUTH KOREA: BBC 9/4 1030 w/CC talk, poor signal. (Vernon)
952 CHINA: Oluq 9/4 1057 very weak banJO type talk w/native choir every now and then. KEX splash at 1002 too strong but was on post 1000? (Vernon)
953 USA 9/4 1021 Carolans VGO good w/local ads. (Connelly) Xint signal with ballads "I'm Mus.Land", R. Tongo ID at 0307 9/4 W4 U401 poor. (Prode)
954 FRANCE: Oluq 9/4 1023 Bordeaux to good peaks with man in woman in FP, possibly 9/4. (Connelly)
955 USA 9/4 1018 Bordeaux to good peaks with man in woman in FP, possibly 9/4. (Connelly)
956 SOUTH KOREA: R: Korea NSLS radio 9/3 1340 live service, woman taking applause to the airplane disaster then man w/accordian, xint sig, no QRM. (Vernon)
957 USA 9/4 want 9/11 mx format 0519-0545 9/14; all signals the same on this freq. (Delorenzo)
958 SOUTH KOREA: BBC Inchon 9/3 1340 type plane music but w/male oriental singing then woman with more of the same. Xint sig.
959 USA 9/3 1007 very weak banJO type mx w/note chorale every now and then. KEX splash at 1003 too strong but was on post 1002? (Vernon)
960 SOUTH KOREA: Oluq 9/4 1057 very weak banJO type mx w/note chorale every now and then. KEX splash at 1002 too strong but was on post 1000 (Vernon)
961 USA 9/4 1021 Carolans VGO good w/local ads. (Connelly) Xint signal with ballads "I'm Mus.Land", R. Tongo ID at 0307 9/4 W4 U401 poor. (Prode)
962 USA 9/4 1018 Bordeaux to good peaks with man in woman in FP, possibly 9/4. (Connelly)
963 USA 9/4 1018 Bordeaux to good peaks with man in woman in FP, possibly 9/4. (Connelly)
964 SOUTH KOREA: R: Korea NSLS radio 9/3 1340 live service, woman taking applause to the airplane disaster then man w/accordian, xint sig, no QRM. (Vernon)
965 USA 9/4 want 9/11 mx format 0519-0545 9/14; all signals the same on this freq. (Delorenzo)
National Radio Club

$1000 mailed

$34-36
$38-40
$42-44
$46-48

send to: JERRY STARR
161 Fox Street
Hubbard, Ohio 44425

Paul Shearing
2310 Enterprise Avenue
Sun Valley, CA 91352

The opinions expressed in this column are those of the individual members, and do not necessarily reflect those of the editors, publishers or ABC.

All times assumed to be local time unless indicated otherwise. Deadline for Issue #2 Musings: Oct. 7; for #3: Oct. 6. Deadlines are usually 10 days before the issue date, on Saturdays. Please type or print legibly, and sign your name. Articles, columns, and letters are welcome. Letters may be edited for space. Musings is available in audio format. To subscribe, send $10 to the address above.

Steve Kennedy - P. O. Box 231 - Immokalee, FL 36344 [pm 8-18 rec'd 8-11 and lost in the shuffle. Howdow to all from the Bar of the Everglades. It is time to drop it in and let the weather cool a bit. I still have taken my back seat pressure, weak sight, nothing noted on 150s but pressure Anguilla. (Vernon)]

1989 NEW ORLEANS, USA. Hagen RS/16 Fair with RF in 8W, best heard ever heard here.

Museums

Mark Donohue - Interfront Park, Boston
The American Museum of Natural History, NY
The DeLorean - Atlanta
Harold Froehlich - NJ
George Hinkle - NJ
Don Kaman - Blackstone River, Alfa.
Jim Kent - Rochester, NY
Bill Townsend Convention, Ona.
B. Sc, Vernon - Vernon, Yukon, Alaska.

Key-69... I'm going to put my typing on a test or seek it for a day or so. This is ridiculous. I hope everyone says the word around tomorrow.

It seems like there is a definite improvement in conditions this season over the past few. I guess the corner has been turned and we expect some real DX within the next few days. Maybe next year is the year the A5 thing in 566 which has been trying hard to make it in no ID heard yet.

Bill Hardy - 2234 Pacific Ave. - Aberdeen, WA 98520
On 8-21 and 8-22, Nancy and I took the scenic drive around Mount St. Helens recommended in June, 1989 Sunset magazine. We highly recommend this drive to anyone who's in the area on a clear day. The crater, blast area, Mount St. Helens, and the surrounding area is absolutely beautiful. The Somewhat Precise, which is a term used by some, mentions TIS: "Near the volcano, AM radio channel 540 broadcasts information.

But there's no such transmission on 540, or 520, anywhere in the area. (Anchorage, AK) St. Helens National Volcano Monument Information Center, near Exit 66 of Interstate 5, mention "a Highway Advisory Radio near the junction of State Routes 569 and 595," on 1610 megahertz. There is a TIS on both, but the frequency, advertised by signs, is one mile away on all three directions. I presume the writer for Sunset transposed the "540" into "540." It's a 1690 megahertz. At the junction, Nancy and I pulled into a "Park and Ride" parking lot and walked up the hill supporting the transmitter and antennas. We saw a phone line entering the transmitter box, so the message must come from an office several miles away. Another phone line went to a large battery of elements on the trailer pole, several miles in case evacuation is needed again. A message by a TIS mentions a hazard in case of "eruption or flash flooding, restricted zones, evacuation route signs," and ends with a call to 12 digits. This has been based on (pace) carrier. I received this TIS during a visit in Sept. 1982. Signs were posted, but there was no message at test time, perhaps due to tape failure. The TIS gets out well and a new cache near the site of the equipment. Other DXers in the area have noted this same transmission. 73 and good DX.
Hutton and it looks like we'll have some GA beverage (RAM) parties this season. Also, next door, Don, W4HJR, has been bitten by the BCB bug and sporting a mini HX-100 + JNP-type loop, should be logging up a storm soon! The main purpose of this note is to remind everyone that the major DX exchange pile-ups have not ended yet and there could be many more DXers yet to be worked. WXSOX reviews/approves each DX report for submission to QSL. If you have submitted new DX reports, please check the pile-ups for your activity in DX QSL mail. Many DXers are very interested in DX reports, and we appreciate your support.

I have the bad bottleneck! Things have changed so much in the last month and by the time this Message is published, many DXers will have gone out in the world, and I'm sure that the number of them will not reach the DX'er's address. So, if you're confused about what others are doing, please send me a report for your QRV exchange. The more reports I receive, the more likely it is that people will be able to provide accurate and timely information. I will do my best to ensure that your exchange reports are published in the next issue of the DX Digest. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me directly.

John Landecker - QST. John Landecker's slot at QST has been featured in the new book, "The DX Century," by K8PA. The book covers the history of DX operation and includes many anecdotes from the DXing community. It's a must-read for anyone interested in the history of DX operation.

Guy Kudely-L - 1314 City View Rd. Eugene, OR 97402 (309-6-31, rec'd 5-16).

A couple of years ago, Bill Ward wrote a message containing an old antenna system used by WQMD. Recently, Alphonse B. Tobin commented on it in one of his messages. I'll add my 2¢: Approaching Wallace, ID from the west, you will reach a 2σ-tower SHF system operated free by a group of DXers. The tower is located about 1/2 mile west of town (Y. ID and MM, MT are the few places where the interstate highway is not yet completed), and you split the tower. Just split the tower and go off the highway. I've been through that area several times in the last few months, most recently in April of 1983. I was on vacation with my girlfriend, who was on a DX holiday. We had a fantastic time, and the tower was a great place to break for lunch. The DXers were very friendly, and we were able to work many countries.

I'd like to thank everyone who provided feedback and support for this project. It's been a lot of fun working with you all, and I hope to continue working with you in the future. Thank you for your patience and understanding.

Radio Roundup

Pete Clurey - 1583 Castleton Avenue, Staten Island, NY 10302 (309-6-16, rec'd 5-14).

Well, I'm doing it again. I have a few DX stations I'd like to include in my notes. As usual, the DX Digest is a great source of DX information, and I'm sure that you will find something of interest in this edition.

Guy Kudley-L - 1314 City View Rd. Eugene, OR 97402 (309-6-31, rec'd 5-16).

A couple of years ago, Bill Ward wrote a message containing an old antenna system used by WQMD. Recently, Alphonse B. Tobin commented on it in one of his messages. I'll add my 2¢: Approaching Wallace, ID from the west, you will reach a 2σ-tower SHF system operated free by a group of DXers. The tower is located about 1/2 mile west of town (Y. ID and MM, MT are the few places where the interstate highway is not yet completed), and you split the tower. Just split the tower and go off the highway. I've been through that area several times in the last few months, most recently in April of 1983. I was on vacation with my girlfriend, who was on a DX holiday. We had a fantastic time, and the tower was a great place to break for lunch. The DXers were very friendly, and we were able to work many countries.

I'd like to thank everyone who provided feedback and support for this project. It's been a lot of fun working with you all, and I hope to continue working with you in the future. Thank you for your patience and understanding.

Radio Roundup

Pete Kemp - Bethel, CT (309-6-19, rec'd 5-13).

Big News... In a 3 to 4 vote, the FCC voted to extend the operating hours for daytime stations, increasing their programming day by two hours. This action will affect all stations, except those in the CEB DXing activities... As a side note, the Daytime Broadcasters Association estimates that there are an estimated 600 communities, approximately 46 million people, who are currently unable to receive local nighttime service of their favorite stations during the nighttime hours.

The model involved, STX-1 AM was to go off the air 1 September. WSLS in Chicago already dropped this unit and is currently using a KFM/Katelston unit... KCMO-DX has acquired a new unit from the new KCMO-DX station... The new station is located in the south. The FCC has approved the station's application... The station will begin transmitting on a frequency of 980 kHz, which is currently operated by WSLS.

A long-time friend of DXing has been bitten by the BCB bug and is now sporting a mini HX-100 JNP-type loop, should be logging up a storm soon! The main purpose of this note is to remind everyone that the major DX exchange pile-ups have not ended yet and there could be many more DXers yet to be worked. WXSOX reviews/approves each DX report for submission to QSL. If you have submitted new DX reports, please check the pile-ups for your activity in DX QSL mail. Many DXers are very interested in DX reports, and we appreciate your support.

I have the bad bottleneck! Things have changed so much in the last month and by the time this Message is published, many DXers will have gone out in the world, and I'm sure that the number of them will not reach the DX'er's address. So, if you're confused about what others are doing, please send me a report for your QRV exchange. The more reports I receive, the more likely it is that people will be able to provide accurate and timely information. I will do my best to ensure that your exchange reports are published in the next issue of the DX Digest. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me directly.

John Landecker - QST. John Landecker's slot at QST has been featured in the new book, "The DX Century," by K8PA. The book covers the history of DX operation and includes many anecdotes from the DXing community. It's a must-read for anyone interested in the history of DX operation.

Guy Kudley-L - 1314 City View Rd. Eugene, OR 97402 (309-6-31, rec'd 5-16).

A couple of years ago, Bill Ward wrote a message containing an old antenna system used by WQMD. Recently, Alphonse B. Tobin commented on it in one of his messages. I'll add my 2¢: Approaching Wallace, ID from the west, you will reach a 2σ-tower SHF system operated free by a group of DXers. The tower is located about 1/2 mile west of town (Y. ID and MM, MT are the few places where the interstate highway is not yet completed), and you split the tower. Just split the tower and go off the highway. I've been through that area several times in the last few months, most recently in April of 1983. I was on vacation with my girlfriend, who was on a DX holiday. We had a fantastic time, and the tower was a great place to break for lunch. The DXers were very friendly, and we were able to work many countries.

I'd like to thank everyone who provided feedback and support for this project. It's been a lot of fun working with you all, and I hope to continue working with you in the future. Thank you for your patience and understanding.

Radio Roundup

Pete Clurey - 1583 Castleton Avenue, Staten Island, NY 10302 (309-6-16, rec'd 5-14).

Well, I'm doing it again. I have a few DX stations I'd like to include in my notes. As usual, the DX Digest is a great source of DX information, and I'm sure that you will find something of interest in this edition.

Guy Kudley-L - 1314 City View Rd. Eugene, OR 97402 (309-6-31, rec'd 5-16).

A couple of years ago, Bill Ward wrote a message containing an old antenna system used by WQMD. Recently, Alphonse B. Tobin commented on it in one of his messages. I'll add my 2¢: Approaching Wallace, ID from the west, you will reach a 2σ-tower SHF system operated free by a group of DXers. The tower is located about 1/2 mile west of town (Y. ID and MM, MT are the few places where the interstate highway is not yet completed), and you split the tower. Just split the tower and go off the highway. I've been through that area several times in the last few months, most recently in April of 1983. I was on vacation with my girlfriend, who was on a DX holiday. We had a fantastic time, and the tower was a great place to break for lunch. The DXers were very friendly, and we were able to work many countries.

I'd like to thank everyone who provided feedback and support for this project. It's been a lot of fun working with you all, and I hope to continue working with you in the future. Thank you for your patience and understanding.
Fred R. Wobbe - P. O. Box 127 - Temperance, MI 48182 (313) 847-1354 X. C. C. (6-8 PM, 1-8 PM)

Robert E. Fischer - Box 21318 - Fairbanks, AK 99709 (9-10 PM, rec'd 9-13)

As of Sept. 12, Fairbanks has a new radio station... TCM-100. Power is low in its neo-conversion to a local AFN-station under local ownership.

KBAZ-100. Power is in its new location to the north... KBAZ-100 is getting ready to go 24 hours soon. While testing the new pattern, their signal goes from strong to weak, allowing for some good cleaning on 1250. 73's.

Robert E. Fischer - Box 21318 - Fairbanks, AK 99709 (9-10 PM, rec'd 9-13)
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KBAZ-100. Power is in its new location to the north... KBAZ-100 is getting ready to go 24 hours soon. While testing the new pattern, their signal goes from strong to weak, allowing for some good cleaning on 1250. 73's.
out that they grumble with car and record offer. 10:00 CHB-560 Kleckland Lake, 10:10 WGR-710 Shorecliff, 10:20 WGR-470 Miller, 10:30 WGR-480 Lascure, 10:40 WGR-490 Biddle, 10:50 WGR-500 Aummers, 11:00 WGR-510 Lake, 11:10 WGR-520 WGR-530, 11:20 WGR-540 Chatham, 11:30 WGR-550 marsh, weak at 10:37. 9-15: 6:31 am WNTT-1550 Newton, MA very strong with signal and on. 6:45 WLEA-1430 Hornall, NY with standards, strong 9-16 1200 and 1200 with WXYC-1420, 1200 with WPX-550, ex WXY-550. 9-17 6:28 am WFR-550 Southport, MA Dominant with their PSA. 6:45 WAM-550 Waco, MA with glowing DJ, strong. 8 am W2C-1450 Boston, MA with station. New phone report. 8:30 WY-550 WPXM is up-850 with 6:25. It was great meeting you in Enfield. Paul (and you and your father, Harry -pl). As for the convention, it was great, but the weekend went too fast. Let's see if we can't do something to really make the situation next year pass. We've learned from our mistakes the last few years. Thanks again for all your help. Happy holidays. WYIO received on 600 with Horse questions asked that time and before. (Address sent on 600 -pl). While worrying about the last, I found a 25th anniversary issue of the Radio-Television Industry (1937-1962) which has radio stations on the air over 25 years (as of 1962) by year establishments. Let me know of any questions which might help resolve.

Steve Francis - 1620 Lodestone Ave - Alcoa, TN 37701 (pn 9-19; reco'd 9-21)

While visiting Chattanooga on 9-17, I noticed the brand-new WABX-1420 GA putting in a decent afternoon show with W4-501, and W5-644. Not having listened to this station before, I decided to check it out. The station closer to the downtown area, but it was tuned in 9-16 1200 and 1200 with WXY-550, W4-501, and W5-644. The signal was very strong, and the sound quality was excellent. A few minutes later, the music changed to rock and roll, which was a welcome change from the classical music I was used to listening to. Overall, I was impressed with WABX-1420 and would recommend it to anyone looking for a good music station.

Henry L. Young - 190, 11th Ave SW - Seattle, WA 98125 (pn 9-17; reco'd 9-21)

While visiting Seattle on 10-17, I had the opportunity to listen to several local radio stations. One station that stood out was KOMO, which broadcast news, talk, and entertainment programming. I was particularly impressed by the quality of the news reporting, which was thorough and informative. The talk shows were also engaging and well-produced, with guests ranging from local politicians to national figures. Overall, I was very impressed with the local radio scene in Seattle and would recommend these stations to anyone looking for a good radio listening experience.